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“ At any movement when our customer 
confer for a specific electronic solution, 
we brought our idea to fruition”

From board level to Box build level
Having 40 years of combined experience in rendering a 
consigned and complete turnkey PCB manufacturing 
service,  Techotronix have developed a good rapport 
with the customers. Creating a strong rostrum for our 
clients to demand an intricate and complex electronic 
design and manufacturing solution, our team of consult-
ants expertise to create a same wavelength of thoughts 
as that of our customers to understand and effectuate 
the electronic concept into reality. 

Full fledge research and continuous improvement 
being a clout,  we have state of the art technologies to 
offer the perfect solution for PCB design, prototyping, 
fabrication,  PCB assembly, PCB material management, 
Box builds, cable harness assembly with proficiency in 
complete turnkey solution. Quality is at the nucleus of 
everything we do. Right from material procurement 
operations in manufacturing, assembling, packaging 
and delivering of order has stringent testing techniques 
in the production unit. 

A roll call of our capabilities to 

tick mark prerequisites when 

shop for a profession 

PCB fabricator :

ISO 9001:2015 AS9100 Rev D Certification 

and RoHS Compliance to maintain high 

quality standards 

Upgraded technology and well defined 

unit of operations.

State of the art techniques of production

Team of PCB experts with extensive 

experience in varied PCB techniques of 

manufacturing

Cost effective solution with high quality 

standards in fabrication 

On time delivery and quick turnaround

Powerful vendor management and 

supply chain operations

Constant improvement with high tech 

R&D unit



With a sense of Eco consciousness in bringing new electronic products 
to the market,  Technotronix has the capability and experience to 
proffer energy efficient, highly durable and effective PCB fabrication 
and prototyping service in addition to equipping chic products with an 
effective Eco twist in it. Less consumption of natural resources, power 
and environmental degradation has become our taproot strategy to 
match up an exact requirement of our clients with unique electronic 
solutions that can reap more profits.      

Our clientele are from :

Defense/ Military
Telecommunication
Renewable Energy
Aerospace
Medical 
Industrial sector  

When Eco-friendliness Blends With High Technology User 
Friendly Electronics 
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Enriched resources, Technology and Techniques used are state of 
the art. By considering the peculiar requirement of our clients, we 
have developed a strong base with strategic partnerships that 
equips our customer with high satisfaction and good fortune of 
offshore manufacturing.

SMT & Through-hole High Speed Placement

BGA and Micro-BGA 
Capabilities Fine Pitch

01005 & 0201 Component 
Placement

Optimized Reflow Profiling

Turnkey or Consigned Kits Press Fit Connectors

Quick-Turn Assemblies 
(Same Day & Next Day)

Prototype Quantities

Production Quantities 
w/Scheduled Deliveries

High Volume Production

Double-Sided SMT De-ionized Wash

Rework Capabilities Minor PCB Repair

Mechanical Assembly 
and Box Builds

Work Closely w/In-House 
Design Team on DFM and 
DFT Issues

IPC-A-610 Class III Certified Strict ESD Control

Cable & Harness Assembly Functional Testing

A short drive to our PCB capabilities: 



Our customers is our main forte

To provide an unmatched standard of service, quality, value, and on-time delivery to our 
customers is our main forte. Having an ISO 9001:2015 AS9100 Rev D certification with a main 
focus on quality, unique ability to provide you with exactly the PCB manufacturing services 
you require at the best price along with the peace of mind which comes from knowing that 
people manufacturing your product are experts in their domain is what differentiates us 
from others.



Adding more value to our PCB manufacturing services:

An extra step to make a new product launch a success in the market – We make sure and 
uphold complete testing of new product and exactly build as per customer requirements. Our team 
of experts also sees to it to deliver the order on time to add on to its success in the market.

Strong Vendor and Supply Chain Management- We have a rigorous testing unit for material 
procurement that has made us a to serve you with best quality for inputs used in the manufacturing 
process. By having a strong network of vendors and suppliers, our capability to adhere to on time 

Engrossment to understand the exact need of our client – A research on what exactly the prod-
uct need is and which would be the target market along with the keeping ourselves in the shoes of 
end users, we pinpoint the prerequisites for PCB fabrication with best suited technology to be used 
that can bring out a perfect electronic and design solution. 

Effective pricing - In addition to tender to the unmatched quality standards, we offer a cost effec-
tive solution that can help to generate quick turnarounds for our customers with speeding up the 
pace of product development. 



Reason behind developing a good rapport with 
our customers

A strong team of expert to provide complete customer 
support service: The taproot to growing our customer base from 
varied industries is our resolute to offer complete customer 
support making it effortless for our clients to quickly sort their 
queries with our team of experts. 

A competent team of PCB consultants To make it pretty simple 
to understand the best preferred PCB fabrication techniques, our 
consultants go an extra mile to recommend the perfect electronic 
solution. Why not give a call to get PCB consultation? Feel free to 
solve your queries give a call at 714/630-9200 or drop an email to 
sales@technotronix.us  

Skilled and trained PCB experts – Highly experienced and 
trained PCB ninjas make it possible come up with a defect free 
batch f production along with high tech operations in tool room 
that can derive quick turnaround time in PCB manufacturing.



Electro Mechanical Assembly
Technotronix has an extensive years of combined experience in proffering electro mechanical assem-
bly services by fine fusion of Flex circuit assembly, Surface mount technology and stringent PCB testing 
methods with a team of highly skilled technicians, Quality analyst and PCB researchers that have also 
brought new innovations in simple as well as complex Mechatronics. 

Our niches of expertise enlist successful precision mechanical assembly assignments from various 
  ,noitacinummocelet ,noitatropsnart ,eniram ,esnefed/yratilim ,ecapsorea ,lacidem edulcni taht srotces

renewable energy and many more. 

Be it box builds, cable harness assembly, optical assemblies, power panel assemblies, luminaries, medi-
cal mechanism or any type Mechatronics assignment, we are equipped with upgraded technology for 
the long run and short run electromechanical assembly.

As one of the reliable PCB manufacturing experts, we take an extra step to reach out to your exact PCB 
requirements, high quality standards and strong customer support service to provide quick turna-
rounds and on-time delivery to our customers.

Adding more value to our capabilities in electromechanical assembly
In house cable assembly 

High quality and Cost effective material procurement with fetching RoHS compliance 

Having an ISO 9001:2015 AS9100 Rev D certification     

Rapid prototyping

Well defined testing and investigation methods for electromechanical assembly

High tech R&D unit



Technotronix – Do Good For Community

Technotronix believes that corporate social responsibility is about giving back to the community and 
make the world a better place for everyone. We are motivated to participate in volunteerism and giving 
back to the community to create satisfying environment to work in. Corporate conscience keeps your 
business afloat and gives a unique opportunity for a company to give back to the community in a way 
that amplifies the aim and mission of a business. We understand that together we are strong and 
having a decent social culture tells employees that they are working for something that is greater than 
themselves and it thinks about individuals.

We Are Passionate Promoters For The Individuals Who Battle.

We Trust The Benefit Of Community Is Our Shared View.

We Accept Everybody Has Something Of Significant Worth To Contribute.

We Are Attentive Speculators In Systemic Change.

We Trust A Brighter Future Is Achievable.



Certification
ISO 9001:2015
AS 9100 Rev D

Contact US
Tel:- 714/630-9200 
Email:- sales@technotronix.us

Address
1381 N Hundley Street, 
Anaheim, CA 92806 Visit us for more information www.technotronix.us/ 
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